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ABSTRACT
Although the intravenous route of administration is rarely used for drugs, it is by far the
most common route for PET and SPECT radiotracers. This article discusses the use of planar and
tomographic nuclear medicine technologies to image and quantify the distribution of drugs after local
administration. In principle, this would include topical dermatologic, otic, ophthalmic, rectal, and vaginal
administration, as well as the intramuscular, oral, and inhalation routes, although precedents do not yet
exist for all of these. The studies reviewed focus mainly on oral ingestion and oral and nasal inhalation.
The use of nondrug tracers for formulations is discussed, principally with planar imaging or SPECT using
radionuclides such as 99mTc, as well as PET imaging where the active ingredient of a formulation can be
labeled with 11C or sometimes 18F. An example of the latter type is a study of the deposition and kinetics
in the lungs and airways of triamcinolone acetonide, an antiinflammatory steroid used for topical
treatment of allergic rhinitis and asthma, dispensed from an inhaler. PET has high potential for evaluation
of different formulations and delivery devices in the development of topically applied drugs. Drug Dev.
c 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
Res. 59:208–226, 2003. 
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INTRODUCTION

Biodistribution and kinetics of radiopharmaceuticals is the basis of all PET investigations and is a key
to imaging studies in drug development work. That can
be seen in the other contributions to this volume. But
the importance of biodistribution in most drug development imaging is limited to sufficient delivery of the
radiotracer to the organ of interest to allow PET
imaging. Kinetic calculations are done using PET and
other measured data to solve for physiological parameters of interest. These parameters include metabolic
rates, receptor concentrations, and rates of enzyme
activity. In each case, the object is not to investigate the
labeled molecule but to use the labeled molecule to
investigate the biological system. In this way the effects
of drugs are measured with sensitivity and objectivity in
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a relatively common use of imaging technology for drug
development work.
It is more rare to see an investigation of the
distribution of a drug for the purposes of drug
development [Eichler and Muller, 1998]. There are
good reasons for this. The biodistribution of a drug is
often nearly irrelevant to its function. Consider badrenoceptor antagonists. Propranolol was an extremely successful drug by all measures. However, when it
n
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and other successful b-adrenoceptor antagonists were
labeled with 11C for biodistribution studies [Berger
et al., 1982, 1983; Prenant et al., 1987] they were found
to be distributed in a general fashion throughout the
body, with no evidence of specific receptor binding
detectable by competition or displacement studies in
vivo. With the clarity of hindsight, we see that this
happened because only a small fraction of those
injected drugs is normally bound to the receptor.
There was rapid cycling of molecules on and off
receptors from a larger pool of drug in the tissue. So
receptor binding increased the amount of tracer
localized in tissue by an unnoticed amount. The
kinetics of receptor binding were also indistinguishable
because the dissociation of drug from the receptor was
not slower than the rate of clearance of drug from the
tissue. Receptor binding, although substantial, remained invisible to imaging of the labeled drug. But
the kinetic properties that made the drugs unusable as
radiotracers do not adversely affect pharmacological
performance. To some extent they contribute to the
drug’s good clinical performance. The widespread
distribution provides a reservoir to regulate and
prolong the drug concentration at the site of action.
Rapid turnover at the receptor allows the action of the
drug to be pharmacologically modified or interrupted if
necessary. So receptor occupancy and clinical efficacy
were achieved although the biodistribution did not
provide evidence of receptor binding. Biodistribution
was not very important for pharmacologic action. This
is probably representative of the majority of drugs. For
such drugs, the best way to use imaging is to probe
their functional effects using radiopharmaceuticals
chosen to measure the metabolic, functional, or
receptor occupancy changes they cause. This is the
topic treated by most of the other contributions to this
issue. But sometimes biodistribution is a clinical
variable that directly impacts the drug’s effect. It is
then a very important parameter, and one which can be
difficult to measure by conventional means.
Traditional pharmacokinetics rely upon an assumption of a fairly constant relationship between the
concentration of drug in different tissues. Plasma
concentrations of drug as a function of time are almost
universally measured to deduce the amount of drug at
inaccessible sites of action. Studies of drug dosage rely
on relationships between the amount of administered
drug, the drug concentration in plasma, and the drug
effect, which are fairly constant between individuals. In
the case of an injected or even a typical ingested drug
the assumption is quite reasonable because distribution
is fairly predictable. Biodistribution data is only
necessary when distribution is not consistent between
administrations or individuals. This happens if plasma
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pharmacokinetics does not control bioavailability either
because the drug is heavily sequestered from plasma or
because specific organ-dependent uptake is important.
Slow intestinal absorption might produce the former
situation, and a drug which must penetrate across the
blood–brain barrier is a good example of the latter.
PET imaging is an effective way to measure uptake and
organ distribution of radiolabeled drugs. However,
local drug administration presents the major need for
imaging measurements of biodistribution to contribute
to drug development. When absorption of locally
administered drug is rate-limiting, the drug concentration in plasma vs. time may not be reproducible
between individuals, or even between subsequent
administrations to one individual. When a drug is
locally administered, the drug profile in plasma will
most likely not correlate with its local delivery. In such
a case the plasma curve may allow one to address issues
of safety, but it will not be relevant to efficacy at the site
of local delivery.
Drugs are locally administered for two primary
reasons. The first is to maximize the efficacy of the drug
by placing it directly at the site of action. Familiar
examples are topical dermatologic, otic, and ophthalmic preparations. The second is to minimize the
undesirable side effects of systemic administration.
Topical application of drug reduces the dose necessary
to achieve an effective concentration at the site of
action, which directly reduces side effects [Rohatagi
et al., 1999]. Local administration may also reduce the
fraction of the administered dose that is absorbed into
the systemic circulation. Without imaging, measurement of the drug that penetrates and remains in treated
tissues would often require biopsy [Leong et al., 1998].
This presents obvious ethical and experimental problems. Some formulations have therefore been designed and tested based on drug concentrations in
plasma or in vitro studies in spite of the large
uncertainties such data leaves. Other efforts continue
to refine mathematic models to predict deposition
[Finlay et al., 1996; Finlay and Wong, 1998]. But
for local methods of delivery the direct in vivo
measurement remains the most reliable method.
These include topical dermatologic, otic, and ophthalmic administrations, oral and nasal inhalations, and
rectal and vaginal administration. They also include, for
the purposes of this discussion, ingested drugs that may
have variable release and absorption. This includes
tablets with enteric coatings and other sustained
release formulations. Not all of these routes of
administration are currently represented in the literature of imaging for drug development, but all are areas
where application of imaging techniques could be
productive.
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Perhaps surprisingly, the largest amount of
imaging literature for investigation of drug distribution
concerns planar gamma scanning of formulations
containing 99mTc. Planar imaging is not generally
associated with other drug evaluation studies because
its nonquantitative and two-dimensional nature lacks
an ability to provide necessary information. However,
clinical pulmonary ventilation and perfusion studies
laid the groundwork for its use to visualize airway
distribution of inhaled materials. The same tracers used
in clinical studies, 99mTc-DTPA [Carter et al., 1995;
Terra-Filho et al., 1996], 99mTc-Teflon [Svartengren
et al., 1995], and 99mTc-HSA [O’Riordan et al., 1995]
have found use in studies of inhaled drugs. The
methods are quite similar, with the only difference
being that care is taken to adsorb the tracer onto the
particles in a drug formulation, when applicable. The
technique was originally, and most generally, used for
qualitative or semiquantitative estimation of drug
distribution and comparison of drug formulations.
Several reviews of the topic have appeared [Davis
et al., 1992; Newman and Pavia, 1985; Newman, 1993]
which emphasize the use of planar imaging to show the
extent of penetration of a tracer in the airways,
primarily in the lung, and include claims of relative
and even absolute quantification of the drug deposition
in regions of interest. A recent review [Newman and
Wilding, 1999] includes SPECT and PET, but largely
dismisses them as having low added value and/or high
difficulty.
RADIOTRACERS FOR BIODISTRIBUTION
MEASUREMENTS

In contrast to functional imaging studies using
PET, the only radiotracer of any interest for a drug
distribution study is the drug in question. Because of
the typical chemical composition of drugs, the only
modality which has the general capability to measure
biodistribution is PET. Although the use of PET in this
area is relatively new, and tracer development is not
trivial, several studies have demonstrated its usefulness.
Tracers that have been used for biodistribution studies
are [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose [Dolovich et al., 1998,
1999; Ojima et al., 1998; Hatazawa et al., 1990],
[11C]triamcinolone acetonide [Berridge et al., 1994;
1997, 1998, 1999b, 2000], [18F]1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFA134a) [Pike et al., 1995a,b], [18F]fluticasone propionate [Aigbirhio et al., 1997; Berridge et al.,
1999b], [11C]zanamivir [Bergstrom et al., 1999], and
[11C]nicotine [Bergstrom et al., 1995]. But SPECT and
planar gamma imaging have been used for the majority
of biodistribution studies found in the literature.
Therefore, the majority of studies were done not with
a trace of labeled drug of interest but with a small

added amount of a different radiotracer. This requires
care to avoid violation of the tracer principle, the
requirement that a tracer behave identically to the
material it traces as it is being measured and that it not
perturb that behavior during the experiment by the fact
of its addition. Terminology in the literature cited
below is confused, especially the literature of 99mTc
labeled radiotracers in drug formulations. For example,
solution or suspension formulations of steroids or
bronchodilators to which labeled 99mTc compounds
(most commonly DTPA or pertechnetate [Summers
et al., 1996], or albumin [Fok et al., 1999]) have been
added as a tracer have often been called "labeled
drug" although the drug has not been radiolabeled
and the formulation does not normally contain the
labeled molecule that is used as a tracer. Although it
has not been used, nor is it likely to be, for drug
development biodistribution studies, an elegant example of what can be done with true technetium labeling
of drug molecules was provided in steroid structures
that incorporated technetium and rhenium [DiZio
et al., 1991; Hom and Katzenellenbogen, 1997;
Spradau and Katzenellenbogen, 1998] while retaining
estrogenic pharmacological activity. These publications
provide a true example of a Tc-labeled estrogenic drug.
However, there are no such examples in the drug
development literature. In some dose distribution
studies the chemical form of the tracer is unspecified,
causing difficulty in interpreting results. A better term
for the preparations that are used would be ‘‘labeled
formulation’’ or more accurately ‘‘drug formulated with
a tracer’’ or perhaps, if applicable, ‘‘labeled particles.’’
This seems at first to be an innocuous error in
terminology, but it readily leads to discussions of the
‘‘labeled drug’’ and of the behavior of the ‘‘drug’’ rather
than the ‘‘tracer.’’ One is tempted to forget the
distinction to the point that absorption or redistribution
kinetics of the ‘‘drug’’ have even been considered,
something that is clearly inappropriate without careful
validation. The observed distribution and kinetics of
the tracer can strongly depend on physical chemical
properties and processes at the molecular level which
may be very different from those of the drug. But
usually in such studies the quantity of interest is the
initial deposition after inhalation, and for that purpose
a tracer that is formulated and tested with due care can
be relied on to be valid. Kinetic information must
always be interpreted with caution, and its effect on the
measurement of initial distribution must be considered. For example, we recently determined that the
absorption rate of 99mTc pertechnetate adsorbed on
triamcinolone acetonide drug particles in the human
lung was approximately 0.07 min-1, while the absorption rate of the triamcinolone acetonide itself was
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0.03 min-1 under the same conditions [Berridge et al.,
1999a, 2000; Lee et al., 1999a,c]. Such rapid tracer
absorption could be a factor even in measurements of
initial deposition if a scan of several minutes duration
were used. A different tracer could produce different
kinetics or even a different apparent initial distribution.
The worst situation arises when the absorption rate in
different regions of interest are not the same and the
relative apparent distribution changes as a function of
time. This could be the reason behind the observation
that 99m Tc-DTPA had anomalous kinetics, with 6% of
the material remaining in a whole chest region after 24
h in spite of an initially rapid absorption rate [Foster
et al., 1997]. As long as tracer properties are known and
sufficient experimental detail is given, nondrug tracers
can provide useful initial deposition data.
Development of a tracer for a dissolved preparation is relatively straightforward. A dissolved tracer will
accurately represent a solution until a physicalchemical process, such as binding to proteins or
absorption through membranes, occurs. Once the drug
or tracer no longer behave as the bulk liquid, the
reliability of the method will depend on the individual
chemical properties and the process involved. Still, the
only important limiting parameter for measurement of
initial deposition is the ratio of the initial absorption
rate to the time required to make a measurement.
Labeled particles in suspension are of considerable interest and present more of a challenge to tracer
design. The particles are generally contained in a
propellant, often chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) or hydrofluoroalkanes (HFA), possibly containing cosolvents,
and are administered as an aerosol from a metered
dose inhaler (MDI), nebulizer, or spray pump device.
The physical chemistry involved in labeling particles
has been considered [Farr, 1996]. The chemical nature
of the drug and the tracer and the action of surfactants
in the formulation all affect the tracer affinity for the
drug particles, and for the internal surfaces of the
canisters. Particle sizes change immediately after
actuation of a device as the solvent and propellant
evaporate and the surfactant structure rearranges.
Failure of the tracer to adhere to the particles generally
results in a spray containing tracer that has a different,
generally smaller, particle size distribution than the
drug. Differences in charge and hydrophilicity of tracer
and drug particles can also occur. Because particle size
is probably the most important parameter affecting the
initial distribution of an inhaled material, this situation
would violate the tracer principle. The particle size
distribution of tracers for particulate drugs is therefore
always measured, usually with a cascade impactor. The
size distributions of the tracer and drug must be
similar. One criterion that has been recently proposed
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based on empirical evaluation [Pitcairn and Newman,
1999] is that the F2 statistic for the comparison of the
tracer and drug particle size distributions should be
greater than 60, or greater than 75 if only the fine
particle fraction is considered. Additional experiments
are needed to fully characterize the forces that adhere
technetium-labeled compounds to formulated drug
particles and the criteria that define an acceptable
radiotracer.
Labeled solids are also of interest because of the
use of oral tablets and capsules. The considerations in
tracer design and use are similar to those affecting
labeled particles. The validity of the tracer depends on
maintaining physical entrainment in the drug formulation being traced. If any quantitative measurement of
the tracer is intended, there may be an implicit
assumption that the dissolution of the drug and tracer
is dependent only on breakup of the tablet, that there is
no leaching of either the drug or the tracer from the
solid tablet in vivo. The assumption can be validated by
appropriate in vitro testing. But normally a tracer is
used qualitatively to track movement through the GI
tract and correlate pharmacokinetic measurements
with tablet position. This gives valid results until the
tracer is absorbed to the point that the tablet is no
longer detectable. In an interesting example [Davis
et al., 1988], 99mTc-DTPA was incorporated into a
rubber adhesive attached to an insoluble osmotic pump
capsule. Tracer integrity was validated by recovery of
the labeled assembly from feces. A common method
for tracing solids is to incorporate a small amount of an
appropriate stable nuclide into the formulation and
create the tracer by neutron activation of the finished
solid formulation. Generally, an oxide of an appropriate
isotopically enriched metal is used to achieve reasonable radionuclidic purity. This allows normal manufacturing methods to be used to ensure that the tablet is
essentially identical to the commercial dosage form. It
also minimizes radioactive waste and contamination of
manufacturing equipment. Tracers that have been used
are erbium-171 [Parr et al., 1987], and samarium-153
[Ishibashi et al., 1998; Kenyon et al., 1998a; Adkin
et al., 1997]. A similar application was a study [Brown
et al., 1997] of vaginal retention of a gel and a
suppository as supports for slow-release drug delivery.
99m
Tc of unspecified chemical form, although most
likely pertechnetate, was bound to quaternary ammonium ion exchange resin and mixed into the suppository, while Tc-HSA was added to the gel. The tracer
technology was novel and interesting. But since initial
distribution was not the experimental question, insufficient data was presented to establish that the tracer
retention measured during 6 h was representative of
retention of the support matrix. The problem is further
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illustrated in a review [Davis et al., 1992] which
compared two studies of 99mTc in suppositories. 99mTchydroxymethyldiphosphonate was used as a model
for a water-soluble drug [Jay et al., 1985] showing
limited distribution in the rectum. Another study
[Williams et al., 1987] used ‘‘99mTc labeled 5-aminosalicylic acid suppositories’’ and found more extensive
distribution. Interpretation of the facts is essentially
impossible. Different time-dependent distributions
were observed with different formulations of suppository and different radiotracers. Observed differences
could reflect chemical or physical differences between
the suppositories, or between the radiotracers. ‘‘Labeled suppository’’ and ‘‘labeled drug’’ in these cases
were clearly misnomers. No component of the
formulation was labeled, the kinetics of the tracers
were not validated relative to the formulation, but an
attempt to measure absorption kinetics was made. It is
important to understand and respect the difference
between labeled drugs or ingredients and formulations
to which labeled compounds have been added.
Terminology that makes the distinction clear should
be used. A preparation with an added but foreign
radiotracer will give valid results for some applications
(enteric tablets traversing the intestines) but will violate
the tracer principle for others (absorption kinetics of
the same). To define the limits of a radiotracer in drug
distribution applications is an important and not always
simple task. Conversely, while a labeled drug will
always give accurate drug distribution information, the
labeling is not necessarily simple.
Labeled compounds that have been used as
inhalation tracers are quite varied. [99mTc]erythromycin lactobionate [Durak et al., 1996] was used for
ventilation imaging to take advantage of its slow lung
clearance. Technetium-labeled endogenous natural
surfactants ([99mTc]ENS) [Calmanovici et al., 1998,
1999] were produced for clinical aerosol lung imaging.
Exogenous surfactants [Fok et al., 1999] were complexed with 99mTc and formulated with drug particles.
Tetraphenylarsonium pertechnetate [Newman et al.,
1989b] (uncharacterized, from tetraphenylarsonium
chloride and [99mTc]pertechnetate) was used as a
tracer for terbutaline sulfate particles, presumably
making use of the relatively hydrophobic ion pair
association. Preparations that were differently labeled
only by the use of different reducing agents during
preparation of the radiotracer produced different
distributions of tracer in the lung. This underscores
the potential for sensitivity of distribution studies to the
chemical properties of a tracer. Hydroxypropylmethylcellulose was labeled with indium-111 [Feely and
Davis, 1989] for gastrointestinal studies, but without
full evaluation of the labeling chemistry or the potential

for label dissociation in vivo. Interferon gamma-1b was
covalently labeled with iodine-123 by the iodogen
method and well characterized [Virgolini et al., 1997]
as a tracer for inhaled therapeutic interferon in a wellcontrolled dose–response study. Basic research has
been done on the behavior of inhaled aerosol particles
or droplets for environmental interest or therapeutic
delivery. A variety of labeled particles with defined
sizes have been specifically produced for the purpose.
These include such novel tracers as 99mTc-iron oxide
[Bennett et al., 1999], 99mTc-polystyrene [Agnew et al.,
1984], 99mTc-albumin microspheres [Olseni et al.,
1994], 99mTc-dilauroylphosphatidylcholine in liposome
form [Saari et al., 1998], and more common tracers
such as 99mTc-DTPA aerosol [Smye and Unsworth,
1985; Chan et al., 1999].
DISTRIBUTION OF SOLIDS

Solid dosage forms comprise tablets, capsules,
and suppositories. They are subject to a variety of
environments in the body that affect the solid carrier
and the drugs within it. The pharmacokinetic behavior
of a drug is relatively predictable once it has been
released from the solid. But the release itself can vary
between individuals and according to the composition
and timing of meals and other local variables. There are
controlled-release and enteric formulations designed
to modify the release profile of drug, or to provide for
release of the drug at a desired location. Imaging has
been used to provide noninvasive measurement of
location and integrity of these solid dosage forms and
relate these parameters to the pharmacokinetics of the
drugs and the design goals of the formulations.
The literature of imaging colonic and vaginal
dosage forms is severely limited, with considerable
room for development in this area. In one study
[Brown et al., 1997] of vaginal suppository and gel
formulations, some novel strategies were employed to
measure dissolution of the formula. Unfortunately, it
was not clear that the tracer and formulation would
remain together during the 6-h imaging period. There
is considerable scope for use of similar techniques
employing labeled drugs or formulation ingredients to
measure distribution of locally administered drugs,
whether they are administered by suppository or local
injection. The technique would be especially useful to
determine the factors that are most important for drug
absorption or retention. Another similar and potentially
effective application to local drug delivery is the
development of formulations for radiation synovectomy. SPECT and planar imaging have both been used,
although not heavily, in this area to measure drug
retention. [Clunie et al., 1995, 1996; Clunie and Ell,
1995; Jia et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1995, 1998]. In most
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cases, the (generally heavy metal) radionuclide used for
radiation synovectomy also produces suitable gamma
emissions for imaging. Isotopes of the same element or
chemically similar elements have also made excellent
tracers. In this application, low absorption into the
surrounding tissues is the goal and high-resolution
imaging is well-equipped for noninvasive assessment of
dispersal over time.
For studies of oral systemic administration, planar
imaging has mainly been used. In the most common
study, a radionuclide is added to the orally ingested
solid dose. The progress of the solid can then be
followed through the GI tract. Plasma pharmacokinetic
data is often collected and correlated with the movement and dispersion of the tracer. The resulting data
allows the absorption and pharmacokinetic variability
to be understood to evaluate enteric coatings and
complex delivery systems. The method is similar in
concept and execution to clinical radionuclide gastric
emptying studies [Read et al., 1986; Harris et al., 1987]
and to other studies which are conducted using a
nonradioactive radiotelemetric device known as a
Heidelberg capsule. [Chan et al., 1990; Groning and
Berntgen, 1996; Henderson et al., 1995; Kosoglou
et al., 1995; Shelton et al., 1998]. The capsule contains
a small sensor and transmitter which transmits pH
information and allows determination of position. The
capsule is generally separate from the drug tablets, so
pharmacokinetic correlations might not be as close as
when tracer is incorporated into the administered drug
formulation. In an isolated but similar application,
ultrasound imaging [Amitai et al., 1992] has been used
to individually follow ingested pills to the point of
dissolution. This method has one conceptual advantage
in that it removes any question of artifactual results due
to premature leaching of tracer from a solid carrier.
The advantage is minor because the evidence from
published pharmacokinetic studies indicates the problem is not often a significant factor.
There are many examples of methods fitting this
same general description. Little was learned from
studies [Atherton et al., 1994; Graffner et al., 1990;
Hardy et al., 1993; Kenyon et al., 1998a] in which the
tracer was subject to dissolution in the stomach. In
these cases, dissolution and subsequent drug absorption and tracer dissipation was rapid. The only
observed effect of changing administration conditions
was the expected prolongation of stomach residence
time caused by a meal. However, studies of drugs
which are enteric coated or otherwise designed for
delayed or extended release gave interesting correlations of position and dissolution of the solid with the
absorption of drug to show how well the formulation
was achieving its design goals. Passage of the un-
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dissolved dosage into the small intestine, although the
timing was widely variable, generally correlated with
the initial appearance of drug in the plasma. Dissolution of the tablet correlated with the shape of the
pharmacokinetic curve. Tablets which survived to reach
the colon exhibited steady drug absorption throughout
their intestinal transit. Several studies demonstrated
this same general pattern in intestinal absorption
[Marathe et al., 1998; Feely and Davis, 1989; Wilding
et al., 1992; Borin et al., 1990]. Although some of the
variability indicates there are factors that are independent of the tracer observations, imaging studies have
been useful for explaining a large part of the
experimental variability in clinical studies and for
reducing the number of subjects that must be studied
to reach valid conclusions.
The success of oral enteric delayed-release
formulas designed to deliver drug to the colon has
been proven by similar imaging studies correlating
drug release with position [Parr et al., 1987; Hardy
et al., 1987; Ishibashi et al., 1998]. Dissolution and
release of drug generally occurred about 5 h after
gastric emptying, although there is a wide mealdependent variation in gastric emptying time. Similar
studies have been conducted for development of
delivery systems regardless of the drug they might
eventually carry [Adkin et al., 1997; Davis et al., 1988].
In one interesting study [Sun et al., 1996], the
radiotracer was also used quantitatively as an internal
standard. The tracer ([153Sm]samarium oxide) was
essentially unabsorbed, and so was used to calculate
total drug bioavailability from the ratio of drug to tracer
in a sample taken from cumulatively collected feces,
a simple and reliable calculation compared to the use
of plasma concentration data.
INHALED DRUGS

Drugs that are administered by inhalation represent by far the most prolific area of drug biodistribution
studies for drug development. Although the drug
application is essentially topical, the tissues of the
nasal turbinates and lungs are internal and inaccessible
for direct measurements of drug distribution or local
effect. Further, the immediate local effect, if measurable, is not necessarily proportional to the deposition of
drug. Thus, imaging is the only effective method for
observation of deposition and absorption in vivo. Many
parameters affect deposition of any inhaled substance,
including drugs. One important parameter is the size
distribution [Clay et al., 1983; Kenyon et al., 1995;
Newman, 1998; Svartengren et al., 1995; Edwards
et al., 1998] of the particles being inhaled, whether
they are drug particles, another solid used as a drug
carrier, or liquid droplets of drug solution. For
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example, essentially 100% of the drug administered by
a nasal pump spray, with fairly large droplet size, is
deposited on the nasal turbinates [Berridge et al.,
1998], but a nebulizer which produces very fine
droplets passes a substantial fraction through the nose
and even into the peripheral lungs [Ogoshi and Usui,
1991]. PET studies of pulmonary distribution in normal
and diseased subjects [Dolovich et al., 1998, 1999] have
shown a quantitative dependence of the depth and
pattern of lung deposition as a function of particle size.
Particle charge and density are also strong factors in
distribution, although this has received much more
attention in the environmental science literature
[Kenyon et al., 1998b] than in drug distribution.
Velocity of airflow during inhalation [Anderson et al.,
1999; Bennett et al., 1999; Svartengren et al., 1999a,b]
along with the timing of the device activation and the
degree of turbulence also can affect the quantity and
distribution of drug deposited in target tissues. These
are in turn affected by the device, including inhalation
spacers, used to deliver the drug [Pauwels et al., 1997;
Lipworth and Clark, 1998]. Studies to date have most
heavily concentrated on determination of the characteristics of individual products in comparison to others,
rather than on systematic study of the parameters that
determine distribution. This is partly due to the
immediate need in each case to evaluate the proposed
drug, device, or formulation. It is also a result of the
fact that the outcome is determined by multiple
interacting variables so that the design of a good
combination of drug and formulation retains a large
empirical element.
The starting point for evaluation of a new inhaled
formulation is in vitro testing. Although it is not the
subject of this article, many references to it are found
in the literature. Measurements of particle size
distribution, deposition in casts and models of the
airways, deposition on filters, and models of deposition
based on theoretical treatments of air and particle flow,
deposition, and sedimentation are used to predict the
in vivo behavior of drug formulations and delivery
devices. In vitro data is easy to obtain and the results
can be used to explore the effect of new devices and
formulations. Still, the extrapolation of these results to
clinical use is only a prediction and eventually the most
promising candidates must be evaluated in vivo [Fink
et al., 1999]. If the first in vivo evaluation is to be a
clinical trial, the step can be costly and time-consuming. In one example, a 26-site study with 397 enrolled
subjects was used to compare the efficacy of three
delivery devices [Fiel et al., 1995]. Imaging, particularly quantitative imaging, can provide a useful bridge
between the in vitro data and the clinical trial. A larger
number of devices, formulations, etc., can be screened

in order to select the ones that are most likely to deliver
drug to the pharmacological sites of action and increase
the likelihood of a clinical success. Formulations or
devices that do not deliver drug effectively to target
regions could be removed more quickly from costly
development programs. Perhaps a more important
function of imaging, but one which has not yet been
realized, is to provide the link between aspects of drug
deposition and clinical efficacy. Quantitative imaging
allows a dose–response relationship to be based on
regional deposition, as opposed to the dose emitted by
a device subject to variable efficiency in delivery to
individual subjects. It should be possible to measure
the minimum necessary drug deposition for clinical
effect, identify the regions in which deposition is
clinically important (or not important), determine the
duration of action after wash-out, and the level at
which maximal effect is achieved. Such information
would allow the rational design of formulations and
delivery devices to achieve success in the clinic. As a
component of clinical trials, quantitative imaging can
measure individual variation and allow it to be taken
into account in data analysis to lead to a better
understanding of results with fewer experimental
subjects. Correlation of the clinical response with the
quantity of drug actually applied to target regions of
action is the most powerful future role for imaging in
the design of inhaled drug products. The combination
of distribution imaging, functional imaging, and clinical
endpoints has the potential to provide rapid answers to
the most fundamental drug design questions.
PET IMAGING OF INHALED DRUGS

The main strength of PET has been in quantitative functional imaging studies to measure physiological
parameters, with a primary focus on brain, heart, and
tumors. In the authors’ experience functional imaging
for drug evaluation [Bednarczyk et al., 1991, 1992]
naturally led to use of PET for biodistribution studies
as well. PET for biodistribution of inhaled drugs was
preceded by its use for quantitative measurement of
pulmonary ventilation, perfusion, vascular permeability, and inflammation using injected diffusible tracers,
metabolic substrates, microspheres, and inhaled gases
[Murata et al., 1986; Senda et al., 1986; Schuster, 1998;
Treppo et al., 1997; Mijailovich et al., 1997; Rhodes and
Hughes, 1995; Rhodes et al., 1989; Hughes, 1985;
Selwyn et al., 1986; Taylor et al., 1996; Schuster et al.,
1998]. These techniques serve as the basis for
quantitative drug distribution studies. From the
standpoint of pulmonary quantification, studies of
perfusion and metabolic activity associated with the
inflammatory response are considerably more demanding of the scan technique. Such methods generally
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require a series of quantitative images and a quantitative input function (arterial blood curve) which are
used to calculate the parameters of interest by solving
mathematical modeling equations of the tracer kinetics.
Drug biodistribution studies go no farther than the
quantitative images, which constitute the desired
information. Conversely, biodistribution studies are
concerned with the entire organ and/or every region
within it, and so have more stringent demands for
precision of irregular regions of interest (Fig. 1), image
analysis in three dimensions, and large-region scanning
than the more typical functional studies.
FDG (2-deoxy-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose) has been
formulated as a powder and used for inhalation studies
[Ojima et al., 1989], primarily with a clinical perspective [Ojima et al., 1998]. There have also been
preliminary reports [Ojima et al., 1998; Dolovich
et al., 1998, 1999] of its use as a tracer for particulate
drugs, in much the same way as 99mTc-labeled
compounds are used in planar imaging. That technique, which could employ any available positronemitting tracer, has two key advantages. New labeling
chemistry is not required and the use of PET provides
true quantitative 3D initial distribution information.
The same tracer considerations that are discussed in

Fig. 1. A wire-frame representation of combined regions of interest
(oral, airway, lung) as commonly applied to PET and SPECT studies.
Regional contours can be seen as they conform to the shape of the
structures.
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the context of planar imaging apply to this kind of PET
study. The approach has not yet been widely used but it
deserves more attention when the drug development
problem is appropriate for its use.
PET studies applied to inhaled drugs have now
been published by several groups. Distribution of
nicotine was studied using [11C]nicotine [Bergstrom
et al., 1995]. Deposition was quantified in the oral
cavity, lung, esophagus, and airway, and kinetics of
deposition and elimination were measured to evaluate
absorption from the different regions. Elimination/
absorption of nicotine had a significant effect, which
had to be taken into account in estimating the initial
deposition even with short imaging frames. The same
group also investigated [11C]zanamivir [Bergstrom
et al., 1999] to determine the deposition pattern and
kinetics of the antiviral compound after nasal administration. Regions in the nasal passages and lungs were
evaluated. The biodistribution of labeled 1,1,1,2tetrafluoroethane (HFA134A) has also been studied
[Pike et al., 1995a,b], which is being widely adopted as
a substitute for banned chlorofluorocarbon propellants
for aerosol canisters. The low absorption and subsequent rapid clearance from the body was found to
justify the assumption that the compound presents a
very low risk to users of aerosol products. Some of their
imaging work, although done with a positron-emitting
nuclide so that the compound of interest could be
labeled, was done with an NaI-based whole-body
imaging system. Although PET cameras also routinely
perform whole-body imaging, the larger-field special
purpose device allowed finer kinetic sampling for the
rapid clearance kinetics. They have also prepared the
antiinflammatory corticosteroid [18F]fluticasone propionate [Aigbirhio et al., 1997] for use in inhalation
studies. There have been several preliminary reports of
the results of biodistribution experiments in the human
lung, but at this writing the biodistribution work has
not been published in abstract form. In similar work
from our own group, triamcinolone acetonide, another
antiinflammatory corticosteroid, was labeled with
carbon-11 [Berridge et al., 1994] and formulated for
investigations of nasally inhaled allergic rhinitis treatment products Nasacorts [Berridge et al., 1997] and
NasacortAQs [Berridge et al., 1998]. Deposition in the
nasal cavity, turbinates, and sinuses was quantified and
absorption rate of the drug in each region was
measured, giving evidence to explain the clinically
observed duration of action of the drug. Rapid imaging,
using frames as short as 6 sec, allowed capture of the
delivery of the nasal spray and subsequent clearance,
and an accurate estimation of initial regional drug
delivery with minimal concern for mucociliary clearance. Further work with the same compound in
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different formulations included investigations into the
antiasthmatic formulation Azmacorts [Berridge et al.,
1999a, 2000; Berridge and Heald, 1999] to determine
the effects on regional distribution and kinetics of
such factors as the inhalation spacer device and
particle size distribution. In particular, the spacer was
shown to have a strong, favorable, and highly significant
effect on the deposition pattern of the drug, something
which had not previously been determined. Agreement
was noted between regional deposition and absorption
kinetics, in units of micrograms of active ingredient,
and independent pharmacokinetic data [Argenti et al.,
1999]. Additional nasal inhalation studies with the same
drug and with [18F]fluticasone propionate were
reported in preliminary form [Berridge et al., 1999b].
SPECT IMAGING OF INHALED DRUGS

SPECT, like PET, is underused relative to planar
imaging for inhaled drugs. This is a curious situation,
since SPECT uses the same tracers in the same way,
and is now more commonly used than planar imaging
for clinical purposes. SPECT shares the tracer-related
difficulties of planar imaging, but it has several
advantages. It gives a true 3D image of the distribution
of tracer (Fig. 2), which allows accurate differentiation
between regions of interest. Although attenuation and
scatter correction remain difficult, making quantification less than fully reliable, it does offer significant
improvements over planar imaging in this regard [King
et al., 1995, 1996]. A potential problem with SPECT is
that it has generally required more time than planar
imaging to acquire a scan. For initial deposition studies,
which are all that can be done with nondrug tracers,

Fig. 2. A pulmonary aerosol SPECT study. The lower right image is a
front projection of the whole dataset. The other three images show
individual coronal planes (clockwise: posterior, anterior, and in the
plane of the central airway). This is not the same drug as shown in the
other figures. Courtesy of Dr. Stefan Eberl, Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital and Dept. of Pharmacy, University of Sydney, Sydney,
Australia.

this is not a serious problem. Research subjects usually
have no difficulty remaining in the scanner long
enough to acquire an image. However, if the tracer is
subject to absorption or mucociliary clearance on a
time scale of tens of minutes, the resulting image will
be skewed by the differences between kinetics in
individual regions. Tracers such as pertechnetate and
technetium DTPA therefore present difficulties for
long imaging sequences. The problem can be significantly reduced by using labeled compounds such as
albumin or solid particles [Svartengren et al., 1995], or
anything else that is not rapidly absorbed, leaving only
mucociliary clearance as an omnipresent concern. In
addition, faster SPECT imaging techniques [Chan
et al., 1999a,b; Eberl et al., 1999] are being developed
that will allow SPECT acquisitions to be done in a time
similar to traditional planar studies. Similar to the other
modalities, clinical studies [Smye and Unsworth, 1985]
led the way for drug development work by demonstrating the advantages of the technique. Another clinical
study of note [Watanabe et al., 1995] showed that a fine
aerosol, although similar to gaseous ventilation images
by planar imaging, had a heterogenous distribution in
the lung when viewed by SPECT, compared to images
obtained using the radioactive noble gas 81mKr (halflife ¼ 13 sec). The finding demonstrated the spatial
resolution offered by SPECT and its usefulness for
assessment of aerosol deposition, even if the motivation
in this case was clinical. In another study, the effect of
aerosol particle size was measured with SPECT and the
result compared with measurements by planar imaging
[Summers et al., 1996]. The study showed that
deposition of particles having a mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) of 16 and 24 microns were
not significantly different, but also showed that planar
imaging significantly overestimated peripheral deposition. Small particle sizes were used to investigate
airway function and new aerosol delivery devices [King
et al., 1997; Chan et al., 1999] and probe the uniformity
of deposition in the lungs, again demonstrating the
advantages of 3D imaging. An interesting issue that has
arisen from the limited number of SPECT studies of
aerosols is that of standardization of analysis and
expression of deposition patterns. In planar imaging,
a penetration index (PI) has been defined as a ratio of
deposition in the peripheral and central lung (or, more
accurately, chest) regions (Fig. 3). The value of PI in
planar imaging is sensitive to the shape of the regions
drawn and necessarily includes the entire thickness of
the chest in each region. In 3D imaging one can take
advantage of the improved distribution data to exclude
overlying peripheral lung regions from the central
regions [Phipps et al., 1989], but only by radically
changing the definition of the index and the values that
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Fig. 3. Regions of interest commonly applied for analysis of planar
images. The inner box, light color, represents the inner region, the dark
box is the mid-lung region, and the outer box which extends beyond
the body represents the peripheral region. Counts are typically
averaged within the regions and compared.

are obtained. The question is not yet settled, and there
is clearly a need for some standardized analysis method
to allow comparison of work by different investigators.
PLANAR IMAGING OF INHALED DRUGS

There is a large body of literature concerning
planar scans of inhaled materials, such that it is not
practical to provide an exhaustive review. This discussion includes representative examples of the studies
and issues in the area.
From the point of view of this review, with a
concentration on methods and general results, many of
the planar studies in the literature are difficult to
evaluate. Details of the acquisition and data analysis
methods are commonly sparse, and in some work the
tracer that was used is not specified. Emphasis is
naturally given to the distribution result as it pertains to
a new drug, new device, etc. Crossover study designs
[Olseni et al., 1994] permit complete comparisons in
each volunteer and provide reliable qualitative evaluations. Other study designs require knowledge of the
details of the tracer kinetics and the acquisition
parameters and image correction methods to allow
evaluation of the reliability of the results. Many of the
techniques necessary for good execution of an inhaled
drug study have been worked out using planar methods
[Newman, 1995]. The importance of reproducible
inhalation technique and inspiratory flow rate [Borg-
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strom et al., 1994], for example, has been well
established in this work. The establishment of gross
deposition features of new devices [Carter et al., 1998;
Pitcairn et al., 1997; Newman et al., 1995a,b, 1996] in
vivo has been a very productive area for planar
imaging. Some devices are designed for upper
respiratory deposition while others strive to place the
dose deep in the lungs. The qualitative determination
of the initial distribution pattern is easily made by
planar imaging [Newman et al., 1998] even when
quantitative results may not be reliable. In one study,
deposition of an antiviral compound studied by planar
imaging [Cass et al., 1999] was then investigated with a
different formulation using PET [Bergstrom et al.,
1999]. A comparison of the two methods with a single
formulation [Lee et al., 1999c] showed qualitative as
well as quantitative differences, but upheld the validity
of properly controlled planar imaging qualitative
comparisons. In exceptional planar studies, erythromycin lactobionate was labeled with technetium for
studies of its clearance from the lung [Durak et al.,
1996], demonstrating a very slow absorption or
clearance rate, and superoxide dismutase (SOD) was
labeled with Tc for investigation of a new nebulizer
method in small pigs [Langenback et al., 1999]. In the
latter study, it was determined that 46% of the dose
penetrated to the lung. Even with a small animal and
treatment of the entire lung, the implied degree of
precision is probably not justified. However, the main
conclusions of the study relevant to the evaluation of
the nebulizer did not require a precise quantitative
evaluation and made an important contribution to the
development of SOD for clinical use. The effect of
clinical parameters on deposition of aerosol drugs has
also been studied [O’Riordan et al., 1995] and
compared with ventilation patterns, with the conclusion that features of pathology which go beyond
ventilation effects can alter particulate deposition.
Comparative studies of devices and formulations have
clearly demonstrated their effect on the deposition of
particles in the lung [Vidgren et al., 1990; Newman
et al., 1989a; Newman and Newhouse, 1996] although
again the achievement of 1% precision, as often
reported, is unlikely. Other studies have performed
measurements of distribution and clearance of entities
of interest using 99mTc labels. Liposomes were labeled
with 99mTc [Saari et al., 1998] by chelation with
phosphate groups attached to the lipids. The liposomes
were verified to remain stable during the administration process, but the problem of clearance measurement is a difficult one. It was not possible to verify that
clearance of radioactivity in this case was representative of liposomes, dissociated lipid, some other labeled
species formed in vivo, or a combination of these.
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Similarly, measurement of clearance of cromoglycate
particles with [99mTc]pertechnetate incorporated by
spray-drying [Vidgren et al., 1991] would require
careful validation before multiexponential clearance
could be assumed to represent absorption and
clearance of the drug rather than just that of the tracer
compound.
CHOICE OF IMAGING MODALITY FOR
BIODISTRIBUTION STUDIES

Planar imaging (Fig. 4) has by far the most
literature in the drug distribution field. But as much as
planar imaging has been used for drug distribution
studies, its usefulness is limited. As demonstrated
above, there are few instances in which a qualitative or
strictly relative result is all that is desired. Since the
error in quantitative distribution measurement with
planar imaging is a function of the distribution itself,
even relative results are biased. This is further
discussed below. Improvement of relative planar
quantification is possible if correction methods for
scatter and attenuation are applied, but direct comparison with quantitative PET imaging has shown that
planar quantification is, at best, relative [Lee et al.,
1999a–c, 2000b]. Planar imaging has only one real
advantage to consider when choosing a study method:
it is simple. A 99mTc-technetium compound can be
added to any formulation. With moderate persistence a
distribution of the tracer can be achieved that, for at
least a short time, reflects distribution of the drug.
Planar imaging devices are relatively inexpensive to
acquire. But the simplicity advantage has greatly
diminished in the last decade.
SPECT cameras now outnumber planar devices
in many nuclear medicine departments, and the
SPECT scanning-time disadvantage can be decreased.
Since no change is needed in the radiochemistry, a
SPECT study can be done essentially as easily or even
more easily than a planar study, since it gives data that

Fig. 4. Geometric mean of anterior and posterior planar images of
[99mTc]pertechnetate formulated in Azmacorts. This is the same
individual and drug formulation shown in Figure 5. Note the apparent
difference in extent and pattern of lung distribution.

can be better corrected for attenuation and scatter and
provides a valuable improvement in the data obtained,
both qualitatively and quantitatively. Aside from
providing 3D data with improved quantification, the
issues surrounding a SPECT and a planar study are the
same because they use the same radiotracers. To
perform a SPECT study of this type is therefore
essentially identical to performing a planar study. The
advantage of SPECT is that the data obtained allows
observations of 3D regions of interest to better
distinguish deposition in various central and peripheral
regions of the lung and airways, in defined regions in
the nasal turbinates, and in the sinuses. Some of these
regions of interest are difficult to locate on planar
images and impossible to separate from overlying
regions.
Similarly, PET is a very viable candidate now that
it has become widely available. The drawback of PET is
that it can be complicated and demanding if it is done
as well as it can be done. But there are several strong
advantages. Labeling of the active drug ingredient is a
very desirable goal [Newman and Pavia, 1985] which
can generally be achieved only with PET. It ensures
that the correct drug distribution will be obtained and
allows the drug kinetics or redistribution to be
observed. Kinetics cannot be observed with a nondrug
tracer without extensive case-by-case validation that
would obviate the imaging measurement. The 3D
nature of PET, like SPECT, allows the drug measurement to be made in 3D regions of interest of any size
and shape within the body. Corrections for quantification are based on the simultaneous detection of the two
photons that result from positron decay and are built
into the PET technique. These corrections are done
routinely by all PET cameras and their software and
provide the only generally reliable quantification in
nuclear imaging. During the past 30 years, clinical
studies, other drug investigations, and other research
with PET has demonstrated its quantitative reliability.
Because of the historical dominance of planar
imaging the question of choice of imaging method is
generally framed in terms of comparison to that
technique. The strengths and weaknesses of each
method are noted above. SPECT scanning is the same
as planar in most respects, since any proposed study
can adopt the same tracer, protocol, scan strategy, and
analytical methods for either technique. The major
difference, of course, is that SPECT provides 3D data,
and attenuation and scatter corrections are easier and
more accurate [King et al., 1995, 1996]. There is
therefore a strong constant factor in favor of SPECT.
The cost of SPECT is not substantially different from
planar costs now, and availability in many locations is
better.
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In making a comparison with PET, it is important
to compare like quantities. Planar imaging is generally
done with minimal validation of a tracer aside
from particle size measurements, with arbitrary
region of interest definition, and with minimal or no
correction for attenuation or scatter in the images.
The majority of PET studies to date have been done
using radiotracers that were the result of custom
labeling efforts and with separate anatomic imaging for
region definitions. A PET study could be done rapidly
and cheaply in any PET center by adopting the
strategies of planar imaging. Use of (nondrug) tracers
in PET, as is done when planar imaging is used,
provides a choice among hundreds of existing compounds with widely varied properties and would
eliminate tracer development. Minimal data acquisition
and analysis to measure only initial deposition and not
kinetics would reduce consumption of camera time and
speed data analysis. Elimination of CT or MRI scans
would cause the use of somewhat more arbitrary 3D
regions of interest for scan analysis and would further
reduce the study cost and data analysis effort. But the
major advantage of PET is the ability to label and
observe the active ingredient and to acquire kinetic
data. The major cost of a study is in processing
volunteers and doing the scans and basic data
analysis. The additional costs of doing a study well
are not a major factor in the long run. Over the brief
history of PET for inhaled drug evaluation, the
monetary cost of full PET imaging studies has been
amazingly comparable to that of planar imaging.
The cost in time to complete the study is another
factor that is very important in drug development work,
and is higher for a full PET study than for any other,
primarily because of new tracer development and
opportunities for more detailed data analysis. There is
no added time cost, compared to planar imaging, when
existing tracers and simple initial distribution analyses
are used. Time pressure will most likely be the major
motivation for PET studies that use nondrug tracers in
the future.
Conversely, to do planar studies well is not trivial.
Attenuation and scatter corrections are obviously very
important to quantitative imaging. They are also
important in qualitative imaging because of the large
effect they have on perceived tracer distribution within
the body (note that Figs. 4 and 5 are images of a single
drug formulation in a single person), but they are rarely
done using sufficiently rigorous methods for the type of
data being analyzed [Buvat et al., 1995, 1998; el-Fakhri
et al., 1999; Perring et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1999a–c,
2000b]. The use of the simplest effective corrections in
a planar study introduces a degree of complexity that
rivals that of a full PET study. Accurate definition of
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Fig. 5. Front projection of a PET volume set from [C-11]triamcinolone acetonide administered as Azmacorts. This is the same
individual and drug formulation shown in Figure 4, taken within 1
week of each other. Note the apparent difference in extent and pattern
of lung distribution.

anatomic regions poses a similar obstacle that also
increases study complexity.
Bergstrom et al. [1999] concluded that PET was
quantitative and more spatially accurate than alternative techniques and that the measurement of the
distribution and kinetics of the labeled drug was a
significant advantage. The work done so far with
triamcinolone acetonide and fluticasone propionate
[Berridge and Heald, 1999; Berridge et al., 1997, 1998;
1999a,b, 2000; Lee et al., 2000a] has demonstrated the
value of reliable quantification of regional deposition
and of absorption/redistribution rate measurements.
Three dimensional image displays (Fig. 6) allow kinetic
and distribution data to be shown in three dimensions
and, by using cine-loop displays, as a function of time.
Rotating image cine-loops provide a strong sense of the
actual 3D distribution of data. This has been very
useful for rapidly understanding the data and to
compare formulations. It has also been very useful
for demonstrating study results to audiences that are
not fully familiar with traditional display schemes for
PET and SPECT data. The effects of delivery,
formulation, and device parameters are now being
quantitatively measured and statistical significance of
results is being achieved using very few experimental
subjects. The results of such studies are providing
guides for the improvement of drug products that are
already on the market and promise to do the same for
products under development.
QUANTIFICATION ISSUES

Accurate quantification of any radiotracer in a
body region first requires adequate spatial definition of
the location of the detected radioactivity within that
region. Then, compensation must be made for the
efficiency of the detection device and for spatial
variations in detection efficiency caused by losses of
radiation due to absorption and Compton scattering in
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Fig. 6. Image displays of PET data with anatomic overlay.
A: Nasal inhalation of TAA, surface rendering with MRI overlay.
B: Oral inhalation of TAA, 3D projection with CT overlay of low

resolution, contrast, and opacity. C: Oral inhalation of TAA, 3D
projection with tissue-selective high resolution, contrast, and
opacity CT overlay.

intervening tissues [el-Fakhri et al., 1999; Buvat et al.,
1998, 1995; Miller et al., 1996; Pitcairn and Newman,
1997]. Quantification by PET has been extensively
validated [Rhodes and Hughes, 1995; Korf, 1997;
Leskinen, 1994; Czernin and Schelbert, 1994; Kuwert
et al., 1992]. PET enjoys the ability to do analytical
attenuation correction because dual-photon detection
results in a constant attenuation between any pair of
detectors. The main limitation to quantification accuracy in PET is due to camera spatial resolution and
generally comes into play when regions of interest have
volumes of a few milliliters or less [Herzog et al., 1991].
Scatter correction, although less than perfect, is made
easier for PET by the high energy of the photons, the
narrow energy window that can be used for detection,
and the statistics of dual-photon detection. For SPECT
and especially for planar imaging, none of the
requirements for quantification are easy to satisfy in a
general sense. Lateral spatial definition from a planar
image is straightforward, but depth information is lost,
and with it the information necessary to quantify the
radioactivity by attenuation correction. Side views, and
ultimately SPECT imaging, provide improvements. If
deposition is noted on defined anatomic structures,
such as the bronchi, then the depth of that deposition
can be accurately inferred from an independent
determination of anatomy and appropriate corrections
can be done. The spatial distribution of the commonly
diffuse-appearing deposition within a lung is impossible to determine from a planar image alone, and
assumptions have to be made if quantification is to be
attempted. Usually it is assumed that the distribution is
uniform over the thickness of the body (or lung) and
that attenuation is spatially uniform throughout the

field of view. Neither assumption is generally valid for
inhaled drugs in the human lung. To the extent that the
assumptions are violated, planar quantification is in
error.
Quantitatively, many studies have shown strong
variability in planar imaging of doses administered by
inhaler. A survey of particle size vs. planar imaging
determinations of quantitative lung penetration [Newman, 1998] showed substantial scatter and anomalously
high lung penetration of larger particles. Although a
strong correlation of particle size with distribution is
evident from the data, it is probable that the true
correlation is better than it appeared to be, due to the
artifactual character in much of the data. Another study
that compared planar imaging quantification with
independent measurements [Borgstrom et al., 1992]
found that planar imaging overestimated the lung
deposition fraction of a powder inhaler by 27% of the
true value. Similarly, metered dose inhaler deposition
[Newman et al., 1995a,b] was found to overestimate
lung deposition of drug as compared to pharmacokinetic methods. All of these results are consistent with
the variable quantitative errors of planar imaging and
underestimation of central deposition and overestimation of peripheral lung deposition, especially when
attenuation and scatter are not fully corrected (Figs. 4,
5) [Lee et al., 1999a–c, 2000b]. Other studies of planar
imaging that show results consistent with independent
measurements [Fok et al., 1999; Itoh et al., 1985] allow
us to complete the understanding of the quantification
problem. In these studies the particles inhaled were
very small and the region of interest for deposition was
the whole lung. The assumption of uniform distribution
is not strongly violated by a small-particle aerosol that
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distributes deeply into the smaller generations of the
airways and large regions of interest help to cancel out
some of the remaining error. In some scans, small
animals or children were the subjects. This minimizes
attenuation and scatter, along with the errors they
cause. The quantitative success of planar imaging in
these instances points clearly to the importance of
accurate attenuation and scatter corrections since these
studies were optimized for their correction by simple
methods. Correction for attenuation is also done by
using ventilation or perfusion tracers, which are
uniformly distributed, as a reference standard, which
also implicitly assumes a uniform tracer distribution.
The approach is perfectly valid when the experimental
tracer distributes like the reference tracer, but is invalid
for a nonuniform tracer distribution that differs from
that of the calibration scan. The distributions that are
most poorly estimated are those with heavy central or
other heavily nonuniform distributions. But since
planar imaging strongly underestimates central relative
to peripheral deposition, in one measured instance by
100% [Lee et al., 1999b, 2000b], there can be little
visually noticeable difference between a scan of a
distribution that is uniform and therefore reliably
measured and one that is nonuniform and poorly
quantified. The issue is important because the amount
of central and peripheral lung deposition is often a key
question in the evaluation of drug delivery. Use of large
regions (whole or half lung) and small bodies (animals
or children) greatly helps to minimize the errors, but it
also reduces the usefulness of the data. The available
literature shows that studies in which planar imaging
seems quantitative have very high and uniform lung
distribution and/or very low total attenuation and
scatter. Distributions which are less predictable are
also less measurable. Therefore, quantitative expressions of planar results must be interpreted with great
care. Even regional ratios can be in error by large
amounts [Lee et al., 1999b, 2000b]. Still, in many cases
the experimental question is relative. Which formulation gives the more preferred deposition pattern? In
these cases a qualitative interpretation of relative
planar quantification, especially that which is obtained
in sequential studies using the same individuals, or
possibly between individuals that are reasonably well
matched for body size and type, clearly provides valid
and useful results.
The use of 3D imaging for pulmonary distribution
raises a new quantification issue. Regional analysis has
been somewhat standardized in planar imaging by use
of a penetration index (PI), a ratio of average spatial
deposition in arbitrary inner and outer chest (‘‘central’’
and ‘‘peripheral’’) regions (Fig. 3). A similar approach
can be taken with a 3D image [Perring et al., 1994;
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Phipps et al., 1989]. The 3D nature can be taken into
account. Central and peripheral regions, or ‘‘shells’’
with various amounts of peripheral character can be
defined by their distance from the main bronchial
bifurcations. The resulting regions and ratios are
similarly arbitrary and subject to the methods of each
investigator, and would be more useful if they were
standardized between studies and investigators. Another approach under development for PET and
SPECT [Fleming et al., 1995, 1996, 1997; Lee et al.,
1999d] is to use the detailed 3D distribution, at the
resolution of the imaging device, together with
transformed airway dimensions from human lungs
and a mathematical model. Briefly and conceptually,
measured anatomic dimensions from the scan subject
are combined with the airway dimensions of a lung
model to give an intermediate shell model of the lung
that preserves the individual anatomy and includes the
detailed airway generation contribution to each shell.
The measured 3D distribution of tracer is fitted to that
structure to solve for the deposition of tracer on airway
generations in the lung. The resolution of the images
does not provide sufficient data to uniquely fit all the
airway generations. The assumption is made that the
distribution of tracer on any given airway generation is
not spatially dependent, and assumptions are made
about the way the tracer deposits on the smallest
airways. Although distribution patterns among the
acinar (smaller) airways are very sensitive to the
assumptions, the distribution in the conducting airways
and the total fraction penetrating from the conducting
to the acinar airways seem to provide detailed
descriptions of the imaging data. The method has not
been quantitatively validated and validation promises to
be difficult. But it does provide results consistent with
other quantitative measures and it has the strong
advantage of providing an objective, detailed, and
quantitative description of drug deposition in the
airways, so it may be the most useful way that is
available to qualitatively and semiquantitatively compare different formulations.
CONCLUSIONS

When the biodistribution of a drug is a major
determinant of its action, measurement of biodistribution becomes an important part of the evaluation
process. The measured distribution can show that the
drug performs as expected, and from a regulatory
viewpoint it shows that claims of the drug’s method of
action and its delivery are justified. Kinetic measurements of regional drug concentration are relevant for
the design of long-acting topical formulations and for
analysis of conventional pharmacokinetic data. Imaging
during drug development allows these important
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variables that affect the likelihood of clinical success to
be directly assessed and optimized before making a
commitment to a particular formulation. Quantitative
biodistribution and kinetic data can be important to
optimize dosage and dose frequency of distributiondependent dosage forms. The same data may also allow
a regulatory assessment of the bioequivalence of
different formulations, but only if it is quantitative
and inclusive of drug kinetics over a relevant time
period. Planar imaging has been effectively used to
assess gross initial drug deposition and thereby to
screen a wide variety of drug formulations and delivery
devices. The more recent emergence of 3D and
quantitative scanning with SPECT and PET promises
to add detail and anatomic and quantitative accuracy to
these studies. The use of radiolabeled drugs, as
opposed to foreign radiotracers, is now providing
kinetic and regional redistribution information that
was not previously available. We conclude that the use
of imaging for drug biodistribution evaluation has
matured to a point of usefulness for drug development
work. Although it has provided, and will continue to
provide, excellent evaluations of marketed devices and
formulations, its most effective application will most
likely be to evaluate formulations and delivery methods
during the development phase so that the most
effective ones will be discovered, refined, and brought
to market.
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